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Dear teachers,

You do a job that is nearly impossible and utterly essential.

We are in your corner – extending your reach, saving you time, and 
enhancing your understanding of each student.

Thank you for working with us to craft rigorous and riveting learning 
experiences for your classroom. 

We share your goal of inspiring all students to think deeply, creatively, 
and for themselves.

Sincerely,
Amplify

Amplify’s Purpose Statement 



● Framing the day

● Introduction to the Launch 
Unit

● Unit Internalization

● Experiencing the Launch Unit

● Planning with the Classroom 
Slides

● Closing

Plan for the day 



● Round 2: Share something 
you’re looking forward to as 
you start a new school year. 

Ice Breaker! 

● Round 1: Share a key 
takeaway from the 2020-21 
school year.

Reflecting



Overarching goals

By the end of this workshop, you will be able 
to to: 

By the end of this series, you will be able to:

❏ Leverage successes and learnings from remote and hybrid teaching 
in your transition back to school for the 2021-22 school year.

❏ Experience what teaching and learning look like in Amplify Science.

❏ Understand the benefits of teaching the standard Amplify Science 
curriculum.

❏ Apply program essentials to prepare to teach.



Introducing Amplify Science



Course curriculum structure

Key 
takeaways:

● 9 units per 
grade level

● 145 lessons 
total per 
year

● Lessons are 
45 minutes 
long

Pg. 2
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Launch units

Middle school course curriculum structure

● First unit
● 11 lessons

Core units
● Majority of units
● 19 lessons

*These are the prioritized units for 7th grade.



6-8 Curriculum: Unit types
Launch units

Each year starts with an 11-day 
Launch unit.

Launch units introduce 
instructional routines and norms as 
well as key science practices 
students will leverage in every 
Amplify Science unit.



6-8 Curriculum: Unit types
Core units

Each year has six Core units. Core 
units are 19 days long.

In each Core unit, students take on 
the role of a scientist or engineer 
and work to solve a real-world 
problem.



6-8 Curriculum: Unit types
Engineering Internships

Each year has two Engineering 
Internships. Engineering 
Internships are 10 days long.

In these units, students work as 
interns for a fictional company, 
Futura Engineering. They focus on 
designing solutions to real-world 
problems.



Today’s focal unit

Today’s workshop will focus on 
your Launch unit: Geology on Mars. 

You should have watched the 
Navigating Program Essentials 
asynchronous session before 
attending this workshop.



Capitalizing on Amplify Science 
in a responsive relaunch



Capitalizing on Amplify Science in a responsive 
relaunch

● Is NGSS-designed
● Engages students in figuring out 

phenomena
● Has a robust system of formative 

assessment
● Has a strong emphasis on literacy 

development
● Is for all students

Amplify Science...



“As you transition back to in-person 
learning, it’s time to shift back to the 
standard Amplify Science curriculum to 
fully meet the NGSS.”

-Capitalizing on Amplify Science in a responsive relaunch



Capitalizing on Amplify Science in a responsive 
relaunch

● Is NGSS-designed
● Engages students in figuring out 

phenomena
● Has a robust system of formative 

assessment
● Has a strong emphasis on literacy 

development
● Is for all students

Amplify Science...



Amplify Science...

Key points:

● Students progress in their ability 
to figure out using three 
dimensions across multiple years.

● Disciplinary Core Ideas spiral 
across grade bands (K-2, 3-5, 6-8).

● Amplify Science units are not 
dependent on specific science 
concepts from previous grades.

Key recommendations:

● Focus on standards and units 
at your grade level instead of 
revisiting “missing” content. 

is NGSS-designed



Amplify Science

Navigate to the Standards and 
Goals document in your unit’s Unit 
Guide.

Skim the following subsections:

● Trajectory of Core Ideas
● Prerequisite Knowledge

is NGSS-designed



Amplify Science

Key points:

● Figuring out phenomena 
increases student motivation 
and makes learning relevant.

● Students construct increasingly 
complete explanations of 
anchor phenomena 
throughout Amplify Science 
units.

Key recommendations:

● Prioritize teaching units fully 
so students can come to a 
complex explanation of the 
unit phenomenon.

engages students in figuring out phenomena



Key takeaway
Teaching complete units at your 
grade level is the best way to ensure 
your students progress along the 
Next Generation Science Standards 
as you return to onsite teaching.



Amplify Science

Key points:

● Formative assessments in 
Amplify Science allow frequent 
insight into student learning in 
all three dimensions. 

● Formative assessments include 
“Now what” suggestions for 
providing more support when 
needed.

Key recommendations:

● Use unit resources to get 
familiar with the Assessment 
System. Formatively assess 
your students and adjust 
instruction as needed.

has a robust system of formative assessment



Amplify Science

Key points:

● Amplify Science supports 
students with scientific reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening

● Literacy and discourse are key 
aspects of the work 
professional scientists do

Key recommendations:

● Use the standard curriculum as 
written to develop students’ 
disciplinary literacy

● Attend to the CCSS-ELA 
standards addressed in Amplify 
Science lessons

has a strong emphasis on literacy development



Amplify Science

Key points:

● Multimodal instruction 
provides multiple entry points 
into complex science ideas, and 
allows for multiple means of 
expression.

● Amplify Science prioritizes 
representation of diverse 
scientists.

Key recommendations:

● Leverage lesson-specific 
differentiation resources to 
support all learners in your 
class.

is for all students



Key takeaway
Formative assessments, explicit 
literacy instruction, and 
lesson-specific differentiation 
suggestions are built-in tools for 
ensuring your students have 
equitable access to rigorous 
science learning.



Amplify Science

Empower student scientists by 
establishing a culture of figuring 
out in your classroom.

is for all students



Questions? 



● Framing the day

● Introduction to the Launch 
Unit

● Unit Internalization

● Experiencing the Launch Unit

● Planning with the Classroom 
Slides

● Closing

Plan for the day 
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Launch 
Unit

11 lessons



What is a launch unit?
• First unit of the year
• Interesting, immersive, and often surprising 

problem-context
• Introduces practices that are integral to science, such as:
・ Argumentation
・ Reading
・ Writing
・ Talking about science ideas
・ Using models

• Introduces routines such as:
・ Active reading
・ Discourse routines

34 © 2018 The Regents of the University of California
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Launch unit: Grade 7
Geology on Mars

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California

Opportunities for 
students to extend 
their scientific thinking 
and practices outside 
the traditional realms 
of the science 
classroom.  

Launch Units Introduce: 
● Scientific Argumentation
● Active Reading
● Writing
● Talking about science ideas
● Using Amplify Science Tools

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1R-9_rQoAzWVXDz5SfO5OwWw2gon0XeXl/preview


Launch Unit:
Geology on Mars Problem: Evidence that water was once 

present on a planet is evidence that the 
planet may once have had living 
organisms. Students investigate whether a 
particular channel on Mars was caused by 
flowing water or flowing lava. 

Role: Student planetary geologists

Students engage in the practices and ways 
of thinking particular to planetary 
geologists, and learn to consider a planet 
as a system of interacting sub-systems.. 



37 © 2018 The Regents of the University of California



Goals for argumentation in Amplify Science

38

• To provide students an authentic opportunity to engage in the 
practice of argumentation

• To make clear to students the purpose of argumentation and 
the role it plays in building and communicating scientific 
knowledge

• To help students build their own knowledge through 
argumentation



39

Specific goals for argumentation in launch units

• Introduce the practice of argumentation in science 

• Introduce tools that will be used throughout the year to support 
students in getting better at specific aspects of oral and written 
argumentation:

・ Card sorts
・ Evidence gradient 
・ Reasoning tool

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California



Argumentation Wall

40

The Argumentation 
Wall is built in the 
launch unit, used 

throughout the year.
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How can 
visualizing help 
students 
understand the 
nature of 
evidence?



Reasoning Tool

42



Active Reading
43

Students read each article twice
The first read is always to annotate 
(questions, connections, comments, etc.

Subsequent reads are 
for a particular purpose
• To examine a specific visual 

representation
• To answer a question 
• To find evidence to support 

a claim, or 
• To draw conclusions across 

texts, etc.



● Framing the day

● Introduction to the Launch 
Unit

● Unit Internalization

● Experiencing the Launch Unit

● Planning with the Classroom 
Slides

● Closing

Plan for the day 



page 3

Geology on Mars

investigate the planet Mars and search for evidence of past liquid water on the surface 
to determine if it is habitable.

planetary geologists



page 3

Geology on Mars

investigate the planet Mars and search for evidence of past liquid water on the surface 
to determine if it is habitable.

planetary geologists
How can we search for evidence that other planets were once 
habitable?



Summarize what 
students figure 
out by the end of 
the unit.



page 3

Geology on Mars

investigate the planet Mars and search for evidence of past liquid water on the surface 
to determine if it is habitable.

planetary geologists
How can we search for evidence that other planets were once 
habitable?

Rocky planets are made up of geospheres, hydrospheres and biospherse..  Scientists use models to test 
their ideas and get evidence about processes in the natural world that are difficult to observe. The channel 
on Mars was probably formed by water.



page 3

Geology on Mars

investigate the planet Mars and search for evidence of past liquid water on the surface 
to determine if it is habitable.

planetary geologists
How can we search for evidence that other planets were once 
habitable?

Rocky planets are made up of geospheres, hydrospheres and biospherse..  Scientists use models to test 
their ideas and get evidence about processes in the natural world that are difficult to observe. The channel 
on Mars was probably formed by water.

 The rover Curiosity found rocks near the channel that were made up of many smaller rocks. On Earth, the 
type of rock that is made of smaller rocks is found near channels made by water. On Earth, rocks found in 
or near channels made by flowing lava are made up of just one type of rock because they are made of 
hardened lava.



● Framing the day

● Introduction to the Launch Unit

● Unit Internalization

● Experiencing the Launch Unit

● Planning with the Classroom 
Slides

● Closing

Plan for the day 
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• Students consider a channel shaped by geologic processes on 
Mars, comparing it to landforms shaped by known geologic 
processes on Earth.

• Introduced to argumentation



52 © 2018 The Regents of the University of California



Lesson 2.1

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222817c046b:2019-2020/cardstack/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282b40d18/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a10cb4/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a40cc6?cardKey=8a80818e4c988f53014d922282b50d23


Lesson 2.2

Scientists can use models to test their 
ideas and get evidence about processes in 
the natural world that are difficult to 
observe.

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222817c046b:2019-2020/cardstack/8a80818e4c988f53014d922283080e9b/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a10cb4/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282f80e3d?cardKey=8a80818e4c988f53014d922283080ea6
https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222817c046b:2019-2020/cardstack/8a31e0f94f8ea684014fd262766c58b9/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a10cb4/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282f80e3d?cardKey=8a31e0f94f8ea684014fd28b92805cca
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Classroom Wall 

Unit Question
How can we search for 
evidence that other planets 
were once habitable?

Chapter 1 Question 
What geologic process could have 
formed the channel on Mars?

VocabularyKey Concepts

1. Earth, Mars, and other rocky planets can be thought 
of as systems. These systems are made up of 
interacting spheres that can include the geosphere, 
atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere.

2. When landforms on different rocky planets 
look similar, it is evidence that they may have 
been formed by the same geologic process.

3  Scientists can use models to test their ideas 
and get evidence about processes in the 
natural world that are difficult to observe.

Rocky planet

system

landform

channel

Geologic 
process

Chapter 2  Question 
How can we gather more evidence 
about whether lava or water formed 
the channel on Mars?

4. When landforms on different rocky planets 
look similar, it is evidence that they may have 
been formed by the same geologic process.

5. Models represent the natural processes 
being investigated in important ways, but they 
are not exactly the same.

habitable

evidence

claim

reasoning

model
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Lesson 2.3: Gathering Additional 
Evidence from Models

Geology on Mars

Model Lesson



Preparing to Teach

Translate has 
officially inspired 
me to learn French 
Abby Author, NYC

Quotes for illustration purposes only

Know the 
unit’s big 

idea

Understand 
how the 

lesson will 
flow

Prepare y
our 

digital 

device pla
n

Gather your 
materials
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Lesson 2.3: Gathering Additional 
Evidence from Models

Geology on Mars



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Warm-Up

10 MINGeology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Activity 1



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 1Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Investigation Notebook pg 31

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222817c046b:2019-2020/cardstack/8a80818e4c988f53014d92228339101a/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a10cb4/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222832d0fd2?cardKey=8a80818e4c988f53014d9222833a1025
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Testing an Idea with the 
Flowing Water Model

25 MINGeology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Activity 2
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Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Chapter 2 Question
How can we gather more evidence about whether 
lava or water formed the channel on Mars?



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

We used a Flowing Water 
Model to get more 
evidence about what 
formed the channel on 
Mars. We observed that 
landforms formed by 
flowing water remain 
after the water stops.



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

You compared the Flowing Water 
Model with flowing water on Earth.

How was the model 
similar to the geologic 
process of flowing water 
on Earth? How was it 
different?



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Key Concept

5. Models represent the natural processes 
being investigated in important ways, but 
they are not exactly the same.
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Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Today, we will use the 
Flowing Water Model 
again to look at how 
steep hillsides might 
affect how channels 
form.

Investigation Notebook pg 32–33 
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Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

The stream tables are 
slanted to show how 
water flows downhill in 
the natural world. You will 
use the two stream 
tables in a model to test 
an idea about water 
flowing downhill.



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

When water flows down 
a hill, how do you think 
the steepness of the hill 
might affect the channel 
formed by the water?



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

We generated an idea about how 
steepness will affect the channel. 

Record the idea we’ll test 
using the stream tables.

  



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Let’s brainstorm some ways to change 
the Flowing Water Model.

How can we set up and  
change the conditions of 
the two stream tables to 
test our idea?



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Record how we’ll set up 
the two stream tables 
differently to test our 
idea.
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Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

1. Gather around the stream tables. You only need to 
observe the stream table closest to you.

2. Begin recording your observations as I start the flow of 
water and continue until the water stops.

3. Take notes on the landforms that remain in the table 
you observed. Draw the landforms the flowing water 
formed and record their observations.

4. Share your observations with a partner from the other 
group, and discuss differences between the two 
stream tables.

Test an Idea with the Flowing Water Model
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Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

What did you observe as 
we tested our idea?
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Activity 2Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Did the evidence you 
gathered from the 
Flowing Water Model 
support the idea we were 
testing?



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Observing a Flowing Lava 
Model

10 MINGeology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Activity 3



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

We have been focusing 
on Claim 1 for the past 
two lessons. 

Now, we’ll turn our 
attention to Claim 2—the 
flowing lava claim.
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Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

We’ll watch a video of a new model to get 
evidence about whether flowing lava could 
have formed the channel on Mars. 

The Flowing Water Model used real water to 
represent water in the natural world, but actual 
lava cannot be used to represent flowing lava.



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

The Flowing Lava Model 
uses wax to represent 
lava. They are both thick 
melted substances, and 
we can use wax to learn 
about the landforms that 
flowing lava might form 
in the natural world.



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

In a moment, you will 
carefully observe the 
model in the video. 

Then, you’ll record your 
observations and share 
your ideas with a partner.



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Investigation Notebook pg 34

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222817c046b:2019-2020/cardstack/8a80818e4c988f53014d922283461092/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a10cb4/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222832d0fd2?cardKey=8a80818e4c988f53014d92228347109d
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JptCK0NQ7qzsMCD1DlXKEfZlAYYUGUrG/preview
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Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Share your ideas about 
whether flowing lava 
could have formed the 
channel on Mars. You 
can record new ideas as 
you share.
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Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

We used the Flowing Lava Model to get 
evidence about the flowing lava claim.

Does the Flowing Lava 
Model support the 
flowing lava claim?
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Activity 3Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

You have been gathering evidence about what 
formed the channel on Mars.

By now, you probably have an idea of which 
claim you think is more convincing. In the next 
few lessons, you will consider new evidence 
from NASA about which geologic process 
formed the channel on Mars.
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Homework

Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Activity 4
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Activity 4Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

For this activity, you will 
consider how the Flowing 
Lava Model is similar to 
and different than the 
geologic process of 
flowing lava on Earth.



© The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Activity 4Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3

Investigation Notebook pg 35

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222817c046b:2019-2020/cardstack/8a31e0f94f8ea684014ffb9959c31f2c/8a80818e4c988f53014d922282a10cb4/8a80818e4c988f53014d9222832d0fd2?cardKey=8a31e0f94f8ea684014ffb9a073a1f3a
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End of Lesson 

Published and Distributed by Amplify. www.amplify.com

Geology on Mars: Lesson 2.3



What Science and Engineering Practices did students 
engage with during the lesson?



Lesson __ Activity Overview

What is the purpose of this lesson?
 Activity 1 
(10 min)

Warm Up 

What will students learn? Activity 2 (25 
min)

Testing an Idea with the flowing water 
model

3-D Statement (identify SEP, CCC, and DCI): Activity 3
 (3 min)

Observing a flowing lava model

Student Resources: Activity 
4 (7 min)

Teacher only (show video)

Assessment Opportunities:  
 Activity 5)

Homework

use models to test ideas and get evidence.

Flowing water and flowing lava can create channels

Students continue to use models to investigate how the channel 
formed on Mars (cause and effect, systems and system models).

2 stream table trays, (from lesson 2.2) 4 buckets, 2 tubes, 
sand, (4 bags) modeling clay

none

From the Lesson 
at a glance in the 
overview



How is a launch unit lesson 
similar/different from a core 
unit lesson?

What questions do you have?

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California91

Lesson Reflection

Answer in the chat feature
____________



Questions?

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California92

Ask in the chat feature
____________



● Framing the day

● Introduction to the Launch 
Unit

● Unit Internalization

● Planning with the 
Classroom Slides

● Closing

Plan for the day 



Step 1: Download the 
Classroom Slides

Step 2: Read the Overview 
Section

Step 3: Read the Materials 
& Preparation Section

Step 4: Read the 
Differentiation Section

1

2

3

4

4 Easy Steps to 
Teaching 

an Amplify 
Lesson
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Breakout Groups: Directions for Planning Time

1. Download the slides for the lesson you would like to plan
2. Insert the next slide at the front of the slide deck
3. Navigate at the lesson level to answer the questions on this slide
4. Make edits directly on your side deck to meet the needs of your students



Lesson __ Activity Overview

What is the purpose of this lesson?
 Activity 1 

(##min)

What will students learn? Activity 2 
(##min)

3-D Statement (identify SEP, CCC, and DCI): Activity 3 
(##min)

Student Resources: Activity 4 
(##min)

Assessment Opportunities:  
 Activity 5 

(##min)
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Navigation Temperature Check

97

Rate yourself on your comfort level accessing Amplify Science 
materials and navigating a digital curriculum. 

1 = Extremely Uncomfortable

2 = Uncomfortable

3 = Mild

4 = Comfortable

5 = Extremely Comfortable 



Breakout groups

Please choose a person from your group to share out!

Planning: 
● What did you add to your slide decks?

Differentiation:
● How do you plan to differentiate the 

lesson for diverse learners?



● Framing the day

● Introduction to the Launch 
Unit

● Unit Internalization

● Planning with the 
Classroom Slides

● Closing

Plan for the day 



Overarching goals

By the end of this workshop, you will be able 
to to: 

By the end of this series, you will be able to:

❏ Leverage successes and learnings from remote and hybrid teaching 
in your transition back to school for the 2021-22 school year.

❏ Navigate the Amplify Science curriculum.

❏ Describe what teaching and learning look like in Amplify Science.

❏ Understand the benefits of teaching the standard Amplify Science 
curriculum.

❏ Apply program essentials to prepare to teach.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓




